22 23 24 Single-cell RNA sequencing (scRNA-seq) can characterize cell types and states through 25 unsupervised clustering, but the ever increasing number of cells imposes computational 26 challenges. We present an unsupervised deep embedding algorithm for single-cell 27 clustering (DESC) that iteratively learns cluster-specific gene expression signatures and 28 cluster assignment. DESC significantly improves clustering accuracy across various 29 datasets and is capable of removing complex batch effects while maintaining true 30 biological variations.
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The kidneys and the immune system are closely linked. It has been shown that the accumulation 117 of natural killer (NK) cells promotes chronic kidney inflammation and contributes to kidney 118 fibrosis 14 . T cells, which have a well-described role in renal injury, are involved in renal fibrosis 15 .
119
Previous studies have shown that NK cells play a role in the regulation of the adaptive immune 120 response and stimulate or inhibit T cell responses 16 . Better understanding of how different 121 components of the immune system mediate kidney disease requires a clear separation of NK and 122 T cells. Fig. 3c and Supplementary Fig. 8 show that both DESC and MNN identified T cells and 123 NK cells as separate clusters; however, CCA mixed some of the NK cells with T cells, possibly 124 due to overcorrection of true biological variations. These results indicate that DESC not only 125 removed technical batch effect more effectively than CCA and MNN, but also maintained true 126 biological variations among closely related immune cells.
128
To further demonstrate that DESC preserves true biological variations, we considered an even 129 more complex situation in which technical batches were completely confounded with biological 130 variations. This is inevitable in disease studies where tissues are processed immediately to 131 maintain cell viability resulting in the preparation of normal and diseased samples in different 132 batches. For data generated in such complex settings, it is desirable to remove technical batch 133 effect while maintaining true biological variations between normal and diseased samples so that 134 disease specific subpopulations can be identified. We analyzed a dataset generated by 10X that 135 includes 24,679 human PBMCs from eight patients with lupus 17 (Supplementary Note 5). The 136 cells were split into a control group and a matched group stimulated with INF-β, which leads to a 137 drastic but highly cell type-specific response. This dataset is extremely challenging because 138 removal of technical batch effect is complicated by the presence of biological differences, both 139 between cell types under the same condition and between different conditions. (Fig. 3d) ; the number of 144 DE genes and the magnitude of DE, measured by p-value and fold-change, are several orders 145 more pronounced than the other cell types. This is consistent with previous studies showing 146 CD14 + monocytes with a more drastic gene expression change than B cells, dendritic cells, and 147 T cells after INF-β stimulation 18, 19 . These results suggest that DESC is able to remove technical 148 batch effect and maintain true biological variations induced by INF-β. MNN also preserved the 149 biological difference between the control and the INF-β stimulated CD14 + monocytes, but the NK 150 4 cells are less well separated from CD8 T cells ( Supplementary Fig. 15a ). CCA masked the 151 biological difference between the control and the INF-β stimulated CD14 + monocytes indicating 152 that it might have overcorrected batch effect ( Supplementary Fig. 15a ).
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In summary, we have developed a deep learning algorithm that clusters scRNA-seq data by 155 iteratively optimizing a clustering objective function with a self-training target distribution. DESC's 156 memory usage and running time increase linearly with the number of cells, thus making it scalable 157 to large datasets ( Fig. 3e) . DESC can further speed up computation by GPUs. We analyzed a 158 mouse brain dataset with 1.3 million cells generated by 10X, which only took about 3.5 hours with 
257
The DESC algorithm. Analysis of scRNA-seq data often involves clustering of cells into different 258 clusters and selection of highly variable genes for cell clustering. As these are closely related, it 259 is desirable to use a data driven approach to cluster cells and select genes simultaneously. This 
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The stacked autoencoder network is initialized layer by layer with each layer being an 287 autoencoder trained to reconstruct the previous layer's output. After greedy layer-wise training, 288 all encoder layers are concatenated, followed by all decoder layers, in reverse layer-wise training 289 order. The resulting autoencoder is then fine-tuned to minimize reconstruction loss. The final 290 result is a multilayer autoencoder with a bottleneck layer in the middle. After fine tuning, the 291 decoder layers are discarded, and the encoder layers are used as the initial mapping between 292 the original data space and the dimension-reduced feature space, as shown in Fig. 1a .
294
Since the number of true clusters for a scRNA-seq dataset is typically unknown, we apply the 295 Louvain's method, a graph-based method that has been shown to excel over other clustering 296 methods, on the feature space obtained from the bottleneck layer. This analysis returns the 297 number of clusters, denoted by , and the corresponding cluster centroids { : = 1, … , }, 298 which will be used as the initial clustering for DESC.
300
Iterative clustering. After cluster initialization, we improve the clustering using an unsupervised 301 algorithm that alternates between two steps until convergence. In the first step, we compute a soft 302 assignment of each cell between the embedded points and the cluster centroids. Following van 303 der Maaten & Hinton 21 , we use the Student's -distribution as a kernel to measure the similarity 304 between embedded point for cell and centroid for cluster ,
308 where = ( ) ∈ corresponds to ∈ after embedding, is the degree of freedom of the 309 Student's -distribution.
311
In the second step, we refine the clusters by learning from cells with high confidence cluster 312 assignments with the help of an auxiliary target distribution. Specifically, we define the objective 313 function as a Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence loss between the soft cell assignments and the 314 auxiliary distribution for cell as 315 316
where the auxiliary distribution is defined as
The encoder is fine-tuned by minimizing . The above definition of the auxiliary distribution can 322 improve cluster purity by putting more emphasis on cells assigned with high confidence. Given 323 that the target distribution is defined by , minimizing L implies a form of self-training. Also,
324
gives the probability of cell that belongs to cluster , and this probability can be used to measure 325 the confidence of cluster assignment for each cell. Because is insensitive to the clustering result,
326
we let = 1 for all datasets by default. 327 328
Optimization of the KL divergence loss. We jointly optimize the cluster centers { : = 1, … , } 329 
342
we suggest different numbers of hidden layers and different numbers of nodes in the encoder.
343
Supplementary Table 2 gives the default numbers of hidden layers and nodes in DESC.
345
DESC allows users to specify their own numbers of hidden layers and nodes. We recommend 346 using more hidden layers and more nodes per layer for datasets with more cells so that the 347 complexity of the data can be captured by the deep neural network. We use ReLU as the 348 activation function except for the last hidden layer and last decoder layer, in which tanh is used 349 as the activation function. The reason why we use tanh is that we must guarantee the values in 350 feature representation and output of decoder range from negative to positive. The default 351 hyperparameters for the autoencoder are listed in Supplementary Table 3 .
353
Data normalization and gene selection. The normalization involves two steps. In the first step, 
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Evaluation metric for clustering. For published datasets in which the reference cell type labels 362 are known, we use ARI to compare the performance of different clustering algorithms. Larger 363 values of ARI indicate higher accuracy in clustering. The ARI can be used to calculate similarity 364 between the clustering labels obtained from a clustering algorithm and the reference cluster labels.
365
Given a set of cells and two sets of clustering labels of these cells, the overlap between the two 366 sets of clustering labels can be summarized in a contingency table, in which each entry denotes 367 the number of cells in common between the two sets of clustering labels. Specifically, the ARI is where ′ is the number of cells assigned to cluster based on the reference cluster labels, and 373 cluster ′ based on clustering labels obtained from a clustering algorithm, is the number of cells 374 assigned to cluster in the reference set, and ′ is the number of cells assigned to cluster ′ by 375 the clustering algorithm.
377
Evaluation metric for batch effect removal. We use KL-divergence to evaluate the performance 
